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Bail Bonds and Santa Claus: Putting the Good Back into the Holidays

ExpertBail launches a new Facebook promotion to ensure every child gets a toy for the
holidays.

Calabasas, CA (PRWEB) December 02, 2011 -- After a successful Thanksgiving Facebook promotion that
provided meals for over 500 families in Fresno, California, ExpertBail, the nation’s first and only nationally
branded bail bond network, launched its new Holiday ToyDrive promotion. “We had such a great response
from our Thanksgiving promotion and we were able to help feed so many families in need, that we wanted to
take it to the next level for the holidays,” says Eric Granof, Chief Marketing Officer for AIA and ExpertBail.
“While we focused on one location for our Thanksgiving promotion, we are looking to expand that to 10
locations around the country for our new Holiday ToyDrive promotion.”

With over 5,000 verified agents in its Network, ExpertBail is committed to challenging the negative stereotypes
of the bail profession by putting a more professional and trusted face on the industry. “Most people don’t
understand the bail bond industry at all,” adds Granof. “In addition to this lack of understanding, most people
also have a pretty negative impression of those that make up the industry, the actual bail agents. The common
perception is that they are untrusting, unprofessional thugs that run through the streets with guns chasing
fugitives. The reality of the industry couldn’t be further from that perception.”

The ExpertBail Network prides itself on helping those in need. Many of the agents that make up the nationwide
network are active participants in their local communities. From charitable causes to youth sports programs to
advocating community safety, ExpertBail Agents are committed to actively participating in making their
communities a better place to live.

The new ExpertBail ToyDrive promotion launched on December 1st and will run through the first three weeks
of the month. In order to participate, all people must to do is "Like" ExpertBail’s Facebook page and ExpertBail
will donate a toy to a family in need. Everyone who “Likes” the page will also be asked to put the name of the
city that they would like to see receive the donation.

ExpertBail will select ten cities that receive the most mentions on Facebook and provide them each with a
donation based on the total number of likes.

About ExpertBail
ExpertBailis the bail bond industry’s first true national bail bond network. Comprised of the most experienced
and highest quality bail agents in the industry, ExpertBail helps consumers reduce the clutter in the bail
marketplace and directs them towards a trusted, proven and experienced bail agent in a simple and transparent
way. Expert Bail is backed by AIA, the oldest and largest family of bail bond insurance companies. With over
150 years of stability, trust and knowledge behind every bond written in the ExpertBail Network, our focus is
on the consumer and helping them through a difficult time. The mission of ExpertBail and its network of agents
is not only to meet the expectations of our customers, but to exceed them substantially.

About AIA
The AIA family of companies has been partnering with agents across the country for over a century. Formed in
2003 as an alliance of the surety bail industry’s leading companies Allegheny Casualty, International Fidelity
and Associated Bond, AIA utilizes a unique “service-focused” approach to management that provides its family
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of agents with the knowledge, tools and commitment they need to grow their business and succeed. AIA has
become the overwhelming industry leader in agent service, national coverage, bail written and number of
agents.
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Contact Information
Eric Granof
AIA Holdings/ExpertBail
http://www.expertbail.com
818.337.6024

David Syatt
SSA Public Relations
http://www.expertbail.com
818.907.0500

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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